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APM Hexseal has an exclusive solution to
extreme environmental demands

Request Boot
Samples

Solution: A reuseable selfsealing
fastener that incorporates a captive O
ring located in a precise groove under
the head.
Problem: Making PCs and Monitors
Function Safely in Explosive
Environments. In the event of internal control system concerns,
APM also offers toggle and push button switch sealing boots to
fit specific combustible concerns and conditions.

Request Fasteners

Watch All Videos

APM HEXSEAL
was founded in 1947 with the
mission to develop and
manufacture
environmental sealing
solutions to protect and prolong
the life of electromechanical
switches and circuit breakers
in hostile environmental
conditions worldwide.

Are there any limitations to APM's
patented UL Recognized products?
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Combat ready for most harsh
workplaces APM HEXSEAL®
Armored Switch Boots are now
available in two versions: p/n 1238/1
SS with a .750 inch diameter head,
and p/n 1238/2/5 PNDY which
features an oversize 1.250 inch
diameter head; and p/n N1030A
toggle style silicone rubber boot
that is covered with a bonded nickel
plated brass cap. All boots operate
smoothly even with a gloved hand.
APM manufactures a wide range
of highperformance switch,
potentiometer and circuit breaker
sealing boots that are compatible
with most toggle, push button, rotary
and rocker style actuators.
UL Recognized, millions are on active duty throughout industry
and the military, maintaining reliability and prolonging the life
of vulnerable control components throughout the world.

Sealing Control Components for Extreme
Environments

Using advanced elastomer
molding technology, a broad
range of sealing boots are
produced to match most
controls manufacturers standard
part numbers, which are
stocked by leading electronics
and industrial distributors in the
United States, Canada and
Worldwide. Most are IP66/68
ingress protection rated and
have an operational life in
excess of 100,000 actuation's,
and are UL Recognized.

APM sealing products are used extensively in marine,
medical, military, process industry, electronic
instrumentation, offroad and construction equipment 
wherever hostile environmental/operational conditions
exist.

Look for next week's newsletter to learn more
about APM Hexseal's sealing solutions!
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